The use of Facebook in child custody cases
By Priyanka Verma, Hofstra Law School

Despite the fact that technological advances have made our lives easier in many ways,
they can make issues such as divorce and custody cases more complicated. Recently, a
Westchester judge allowed a father to use his wife’s Facebook profile as evidence in their
custody case. 1 In A.D. v. C.A., Anthony DiMartino claimed that a review of his estranged wife,
Christina Antoine’s, Facebook page would prove that she was frequently out of state while she
was raising their now 4 year-old son. 2 DiMartino asked the court for an order directing Antoine
to turn over the printouts of all pictures, posts and information posted on her Facebook pages
over the past 4 years. 3 Antoine argued that her profile is private and that she unfriended her
husband when they split. 4 She assumed that she would succeed in blocking the move because
there were no previous rulings granting access to Facebook pages in New York state custody
cases. 5
The court ordered Antoine to produce the requested postings which included photographs
of Antoine, vacationing in various cities such as Boston, and as far away as Milan, Italy without
their 4 year-old son. 6
Judge Ecker held that “[t]he court finds that the time spent by the parties with the child
may be relevant and material to its ultimate determination of custody.” 7 This ruling has set a
precedent for the use of social media to identify the appropriate custodial parent in these cases. 8
According to a survey conducted by the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers among its
members, 81% reported using evidence from social networking sites in their cases. 9 This has a
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profoundly negative effect on Facebook users in litigation. For instance, the mother in Bates
made negative comments about her children’s father on Facebook, stating that the children “have
a really bad father.” 10 The court took into account the mother’s emotional and physical reactions
to stress and found that they were relevant in determining whether she could support the father’s
relationship with the children. 11 The Court’s finding that the posts revealed a physical and
emotional inability to care for her children was critical to its decision to place the children with
their father.
With technological advances and the pervasive presence and use of social networks like
Facebook, the first thing some lawyers may ask their clients is whether they have a Facebook
page and then advise clients to deactivate it. 12 Lawyers should advise clients against discussing
cases with friends and relatives through social networks. When clients remain active on social
networks, lawyers should review postings, especially in divorce and custody cases where social
network content has been widely used for evidentiary purposes. 13
A client’s social media profile can end up affecting his or her custody case. Clients who
are involved in child custody cases should be careful about posting information on social media.
Clients should only post something they would feel comfortable seeing printed in their local
paper. 14 Other things that can be done include unfriending one’s spouse, ex-spouse and their
friends and family on Facebook. 15 Clients can always keep track of their spouse or
girlfriend’s/boyfriend’s account as they themselves may not be getting this good advice about
social media. 16 Or, clients can tell their friends not to post anything about themselves or their
family. 17
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